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ABSTRACT Existing recommender systems usually generate personalized recommendation lists based on
the estimation of the preference scores over user-item pairs, while ignoring the impacts of the entire display
list that plays a central part in the decision making process of a user. This leaves us an opportunity to
generate better recommendation results by considering the impacts of all offered choices. However, such an
extension cannot be handled efficiently by traditional top-k list recommendation methods, due to the entire
list dependency issue which means a complete list of items is needed before we can precisely measure any
item preference among the list. In this paper, we propose a Co-displayed Items Aware (CDIA) list generation
approach, which is based on the reinforcement learning architecture, and can efficiently generate high-utility
lists. Specifically, we propose CDIA-Sim to predict users’ preferences, which considers the impacts of the
co-displayed items. Then, to overcome the entire list dependency issue in the list recommendation task, we
utilize the reinforcement learning technique and design CDIA-RL to generate high-utility lists. Experimental
results show that CDIA-Sim achieves significant improvements in modeling user-item preferences, and
CDIA-RL can yield lists efficiently and effectively, illustrating better performance than other competitors.

INDEX TERMS Co-displayed Items, List Recommendation, Reinforcement Learning

I. INTRODUCTION

In recommender systems, traditional point-wise or pair-
wise methods [1]–[3] generate recommendation lists for each
user u by estimating p(i|u) or p(i > j|u). Then the top-
k items with the highest estimated probabilities are selected
[3], [4]. Most recent works focus on how to improve the
precision of the estimated p(i|u) or p(i > j|u) [3], [5], [6].
They all follow a greedy top-k item selection process when
recommending a new list. As these methods do not consider
the impacts of the entire list, we call these methods list-free
recommendation methods.

However, users’ decisions of item click/purchase rely on
not only their interests, but also all choices offered to them.
For example, in the e-commerce recommender system, the
displayed products are comparable in aspects of price, brand,
reviews, etc, and there are complex relationships such as
complementation or substitution [7] among products, making
the users’ behaviors highly related to what they can see.
The assumption of estimating p(i|u) and the top-k selection
process in list-free recommendation methods may limit the

performance of the final recommended results.

In this paper, we attempt to leverage the list information
to improve the effectiveness of recommendation. That is, the
user-item preference is estimated in the form of p(i|u, L)
instead of p(i|u), which then considers the impacts of the
items displayed alongside. Using p(i|u, L), we need to gen-
erate display lists to maximize the pre-defined list utilities,
e.g. list CTR (Click Through Rate), list CVR (Click Value
Rate). Though the estimation accuracy of the user preference
is expected to be higher, such a co-displayed items aware
(also named list aware) recommendation task raises a major
challenge at the same time.

There is an entire list dependency issue. Our goal is to
produce a list to maximize the pre-defined list utility, which
is computed from action probabilities p(i|u, L) for each
individual item i in the list. However, suppose we exploit tra-
ditional list-free methods to generate the list by adding items
one by one, we cannot estimate p(i|u, L) since the list L is
not completely generated at that time. It is common to exploit
the sequence generation models, e.g. RNN (Recurrent Neural
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Network), to generate the recommendation list. However,
there are two weaknesses in such a straightforward method.
First, it is not a good choice to use the supervised learning
method to train a sequence generation model following max-
imum likelihood estimation (MLE) under our setting, as the
training data or the ground truth could be far from optimal
since they are produced by other non-optimal algorithms,
which is quite different from the tasks like Translation and
Image Caption [8], [9]. Second, the traditional greedy search
algorithms are also greatly affected, and become less appli-
cable, in which we cannot sort partial solutions and choose
better search directions in advance. Even if there is a pre-
defined candidate item set, we still need to search a very large
permutation space [10] without an effective greedy search
algorithm.

We notice that there have been some achievements to han-
dle this list aware recommendation problem. For example,
the problem can be regarded as an assortment optimization
problem under the assumption of multinomial logit model
[11]. However, such a kind of solution leads to high cost.
Solving it as a linear program needs at least O(N2 logN)
[12] time complexity and the algorithm itself is hard to
achieve high parallelism, where N is the number of items.
The problem has also been studied as the discrete choice
model in the marketing and economics domain [13], [14]
under the assumption of exclusive choices, which may not
be held in recommender systems especially for estimating
CTR or CVR. Some recent works [10], [15]–[17] propose
re-ranking methods, in which they try to find better per-
mutations for the items already ranked by the system. We
independently develop a similar idea as [17], where the
main difference is that we try to replace the original ranking
mechanism in the system with new strategies to generate lists
directly as [18]–[20]. The work in [18] is trying to optimize
a simplified objective, and the one in [19] makes additional
assumptions when solving the list recommendation task. For
the method in [20], it is based on conditional variational auto-
encoder (CVAE) [21]. Though it performs well most of the
time in our tests, its performance suffers a slippage when
there are only a few high-utility lists.

Specifically, we exploit the reinforcement learning tech-
nique [22], [23] to solve this co-displayed items aware list
recommendation task. First, we give CDIA-Sim, which con-
siders the impacts of the items displayed alongside, to make
a more accurate CTR or CVR for a single item. Then for
the list recommendation task, in order to cope with the entire
list dependency issue, we say that it is very necessary to
have some consideration on the overall situation of a list, and
we adopt reinforcement learning as the core component of
the solution. We model the impacts of the items generated
so far through a long short term memory (LSTM) neural
network [24]. Meanwhile, reinforcement learning equips us
with the ability to "see" the items to be selected, which means
we can have a long-term perspective when generating lists.
We conduct extensive experiments on four different datasets.
The results show that compared with the traditional user-item

preference estimation models that ignore the surrounding
choices, CDIA-Sim can significantly improve the prediction
accuracy on users’ behaviors, and CDIA-RL can efficiently
generate much better high-utility recommendation lists than
other list recommendation methods.

II. PRELIMINARIES
Here, we review the development of list-free recommen-

dation, list aware recommendation and recommendation with
reinforcement learning in recent years.

Existing works in recommender systems usually model
the user-item preference in the form of either point-wise [2],
pair-wise [1] or list-wise [25]. Note that, though the list-wise
methods have a list-wise objective function to optimize, they
still learn a user-item preference estimation function that is
irrelevant with the co-displayed items, and choose the top-k
items greedily based on the estimated user-item preference
scores. Taking the list CTR as an example, the objective
function can be represented as

argmax
L

|L|X

i=1

p(i|u) (1)

where p(i|u) is the estimated CTR on the item i for a user
u, and L is the generated recommendation list. Some recent
works [3], [5], [6] design complex deep neural networks to
model p(i|u) effectively with diversified features, but they
still ignore the impacts of co-displayed items.

Equation 1 is the objective form of the most common list-
free recommendation method. There are also some works that
try to improve the performance of list recommendation from
various different perspectives. Kveton et al. [26] and Zong
et al. [27] try to identify k most attractive items among the
whole display item list, but they rely on the assumption of
the cascade model, in which each item still attracts users
independently. Alexey et al. [28] model CTR on documents
considering the pre-displayed documents and users’ actions.
It solves a multi-round recommendation problem that rec-
ommends one item each time, which is different from our
list recommendation setting. Wang et al. [29] propose to find
the best permutation of the display item set to maximize its
utility function, but this method only considers some display
properties, e.g. position, size, etc.

Methods given in [10], [15]–[19], [30] explicitly consider
the impacts of the co-displayed items when generating rec-
ommendation lists. Some of them [10], [15]–[17] are re-
ranking methods. For example, Zhuang et al. [15] propose
to incorporate the mutual influences among the ranked items,
and use an RNN to capture the ranking orders ahead of item
i. It is based on a simplified model of estimating p(i|u, L),
and can greedily choose a relatively optimal permutation for
the items already ranked by the system, as the final display
list. Irwan et al. [16] exploit Pointer Network [31], in which
they can gradually select items from the ranked items to
construct the final lists. For the method in [18], it tries to
maximize the click probability of the whole recommended
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list, in which the impact of multiple clicks is neglected.
Eugene et al. [19] make an assumption that a user consumes
a single item from a list only each time, based on which
they propose a Q-learning [23] based method to solve the
list aware recommendation task. Besides, Ray et al. [20]
exploit CVAE [21] to make their solution. Specifically, this
method tries to learn the joint distribution of items on the list
conditioned on users’ responses, and directly generates full
lists that can satisfy users’ interests.

For the recommendation with reinforcement learning,
there have been many successful methods and applica-
tions [4], [32], [33], but their aims are usually to improve the
diversity of the recommended results, or maintain the long-
term revenue of the platform, etc, while still ignoring the item
dependency inside a recommended list. For example, Hu et
al. [32] rely on a state-specific scoring function assumption,
and use a weight vector to estimate the preference score of
each item in a linear form. Essentially, this method still fol-
lows the list-free top-k list recommendation schema. Zheng
et al. [33] focus on how to recommend a better news set, in
which each news is independent, and then the method cannot
handle the mutual impacts among the recommended items.
In this paper, we focus on further exploiting the ability of
reinforcement learning to solve the co-displayed items aware
list recommendation problem, in which the reinforcement
learning agent can help to maintain a long-term perspective,
and thus generate high-utility lists.

III. CO-DISPLAYED ITEMS AWARE LIST
RECOMMENDATION

In this section, we first formulate the co-displayed items
aware list recommendation problem. Then, we design CDIA-
Sim to better estimate user-item preferences, and propose
CDIA-RL to efficiently generate high-utility lists.

TABLE 1. Frequently-used notations.

Notation Explanation
M It is the number of users.
N It is the number of items.
U It represents the user set in a recommender system.
I It represents the item set in a recommender system.
L It represents a recommended list.
p(i|u, L) It is the probability that a user u may take actions on

item i given a display list L.
vi It is the utility of an item i.

A. PROBLEM DEFINITION

We summarize some frequently-used notations in Table 1.
p(i|u, L) can also be represented by p(xi = 1|u, L), where
xi = 1 refers to a click/purchase action on item i. The
possible discrete action space that a user may take is in the
form of

p(x|u, L), x = (x1, x2, ..., x|L|), xi 2 {0, 1}. (2)

Then the utility of a given list L can be written as

Ex⇠p[x
Tv] =

X

x

p(x|u, L)xTv =

|L|X

i=1

p(xi = 1|u, L)vi

(3)
where p(xi|u, L) is the marginal distribution over p(x|u, L).
v is a utility vector for the items in the list, and it could be
any attribute of an item, e.g. price, profit1. When we set v=1,
it means that we only care about the expected sum of action
probabilities. Then our goal is to find a list L whose expected
utility for a user u is maximized:

argmax
L

|L|X

i=1

p(xi = 1|u, L)vi (4)

We argue that users may click/purchase multiple items
in the same displayed list. That is, the choices taken are
usually not exclusive especially in the recommendation or
advertisement systems. Thus, in our paper, we do not requireP|L|

i=1 p(xi = 1|u, L) = 1, which is quite different from the
assumption of the discrete choice model [13].

B. CDIA-SIM: MODELING LIST AWARE USER-ITEM
PREFERENCES

We propose CDIA-Sim to estimate p(i|u, L), that is, the
probability that u may prefer taking actions on item i given
the display list L. The architecture of CDIA-Sim is illustrated
in Figure 1, in which both item-level and list-level (shallow
and deep) features are considered.

Specifically, eu is the extracted user feature for user u,
and ei is the item-level shallow feature of item i. Both of
them are traditional low-dimension representations of users
and items, which can be extracted from multiple different
sources. Furthermore, we give eL that represents the list-level
deep feature of list L, which captures the impacts of all co-
displayed items in the same list using a deep learning based
List-Encoder. Here, based on eu, ei and eL, we give a unified
schema of modeling p(i|u, L).

pi = p(i|u, L) = F(eu, ei, eL) (5)

where F could be a multilayer perceptron (MLP) (fully-
connected deep neural network) [34] with a non-linear ac-
tivation function Sigmoid on the last layer.

While extracting eL, we can adopt many different neural
network architectures for List-Encoder. Here, we design four
different kinds of implements.

1) ComLSTM
We use an LSTM [24] to model the impacts of the co-

displayed items.

eL = LSTM(e1, ..., e|L|) (6)

where ei is the feature of item i in a list L.
1Equation 3 is actually a generalized objective form that has been widely

used in many existing real online recommender systems, and it could be
viewed as the list CTR/CVR when we remove v in it.
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FIGURE 1. The architecture of CDIA-Sim. We concat eu, ei and eL, and then
predict p(i|u, L) through a multilayer fully connected deep neural network.

2) ComLSTM+Attention
ComLSTM+Attention (ComLSTM+Att for short) uses an

LSTM neural network with the attention mechanism [35] to
calculate eL.

3) ComCNN
ComCNN replaces the LSTM network with a convolu-

tional neural network (CNN) [34], in which we use five
different window sizes from one to five to extract features,
and all feature maps have the same kernel size of 32.

4) ComBiLSTM
ComBiLSTM uses a bi-directional LSTM neural network

to model the impacts of the list.
The loss is then given by the cross entropy that maximizes

the log-likelihood:

L = �
X

i

(yi log pi + (1� yi) log(1� pi)) (7)

where pi is the estimated action probability, and yi is the
ground truth label of item i in the list.

C. CDIA-RL: LIST GENERATION USING
REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

Now, we introduce CDIA-RL in this section. In order to
illustrate the differences with other methods, besides CDIA-
RL, we also show the basic idea of the List-Free method and
an extended seq2seq method, named CDIA-Seq, in Figure 2.

1) List Generation via Seq2Seq
CDIA-Seq follows the traditional encoder-decoder frame-

work [36], in which we encode the user features first, and
then generate a personalized list using an LSTM decoder.
Because the list records in the training set contain both pos-
itive and negative items, we cannot regard the real displayed
list as a complete positive example when training CDIA-Seq.
Different from other tasks like Image Caption [9] and Dialog
Generation [37], we only supervise those positive items while

ignoring the negative ones in a list as illustrated in Figure 2.
The loss function is defined as

L = �
X

u,L2UTrain

|L|X

i=1

yi ⇤ log pi (8)

where pi is the estimated action probability, and yi is the
corresponding ground truth label.

2) List Generation via Reinforcement Learning
We propose CDIA-RL to effectively solve the co-

displayed items aware list recommendation problem. It also
follows the encoder-decoder framework like CDIA-Seq, but
is trained with the reinforcement learning technique. As
shown in Figure 2, given the user feedback and a pre-defined
value network, CDIA-RL constructs its supervised signals
� (details will be discussed later in Equation 16) following
the reinforcement learning theory [4], [23]. After training,
CDIA-RL will have the ability to be aware of the whole list
to be generated, so it has the potential to achieve much better
performance.

Specifically, we formulate the list generation as a Markov
Decision Process (MDP), in which we predict a new item for
the final recommendation list at each step t. We call it the list
generation MDP.
Definition 1: LGMDP. Let u be a user, i be an item. The list
generation MDP is a tuple M =< T, S,A, P,R >, where

* T is the length of the recommendation list.
* S is the state set, and st={u, i0, i1, ..., it�1}2 S repre-

sents the state at step t, which consists of the user u and
the selected items in the list so far.

* A means the action space. The action at at step t is to
choose the next item it given the state st.

* P is the state transition probability matrix. For given
st = {u, i0, i1, ..., it�1} and at = it, st+1 is determin-
istic and we have st+1 = {u, i0, i1, ..., it}.

* R is the reward function, and we use R(st, at) to
represent the reward received at step t.

CDIA-RL tries to seek an optimal policy ⇡
⇤ that maxi-

mizes the expectation of the rewards along with all possible
generated lists. We define the objective function as

⇡
⇤ = argmax

⇡
E⌧⇠⇡✓(·){R(⌧)} (9)

where ⌧ is a sampled list from ⇡✓(·), R(⌧) = R(L) =P|L|�1
t=0 �

t
Rt(st, at) is the discounted reward and � is the

discount rate. Note that, the terminal state can only be
reached at the T -th step, so we can obtain a complete list L
for each user. We set the item utility vi = 1.0, and Rt(st, at)
is related to the user’s feedback towards the item generated
at step t. We set Rt(st, at) = 1 if the user click or purchase
the item, otherwise Rt(st, at) = 0.

Considering the expensive online trials, we conduct our
experiments in different simulated environments to evaluate
the performance of different list recommendation methods as
[20], [38], [39]. Specifically, we adopt ComCNN and Com-
BiLSTM that perform well when estimating users’ potential
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FIGURE 2. The architectures of a) List-Free, b) CDIA-Seq and c) CDIA-RL for List Generation. List-Free is based on a p(i|u) style model. CDIA-Seq only supervises
positive items in a list, while ignoring the negative ones. CDIA-RL is trained following the actor-critic reinforcement learning update rules.

responses as our testbeds. Furthermore, in order to be as
consistent as possible with the real environment, we conduct
a rounding operation for pi = p(i|u, L) estimated by CDIA-
Sim with a threshold ↵. We define

ri = round(pi,↵) (10)

where pi is rounded to 1 if pi � ↵, else pi is rounded to
0. In such a way, 1 and 0 can be used to indicate the user
clicks/purchases the recommended item i or not.

The reward R(L) =
P|L|�1

t=0 �
t
Rt(st, at) could be rewrit-

ten as

R(L) =

|L|�1X

t=0

rit =

|L|�1X

t=0

round(p(it|u, L),↵) (11)

where it is the t-th item in the list L, and � is set to 1.0.
We adopt the actor-critic reinforcement learning method

[40] to train CDIA-RL. The actor is a parameterized policy
network that is responsible for generating new display lists,
trying to achieve utilities as high as possible. The critic is
another parameterized state-value network for predicting the
expected utilities of partial lists generated by the actor. The
list reward defined in Equation 11 can be only estimated for
full lists. Consequently, we delay the model update until the
full list L is generated, and assign individual item reward ri

for each item i. The complete training procedure is described
in Algorithm 1, in which we also pre-train both the policy
and the state-value networks using the existing ground truth
data.

Policy Network. The policy network ⇡(·) is parameterized
by ✓, which receives a state st at step t and samples next
action from the distribution at ⇠ ⇡✓(·|st). The actor follows
the encoder-decoder framework [36], in which we use the
user features as the initial state, and then adopt an LSTM

decoder network to generate new lists. For each different state
st, we sample next item according to

ht = LSTM(st) = LSTM(u, i0, i1, ..., it�1), s (12)

at ⇠ ⇡✓(·|st) =
exp(D(ht) · ej)P
j exp(D(ht) · ej)

(13)

where LSTM(·) models the features of the user and the
items selected so far into a hidden variable ht, ej is the
feature representation of item j, D(·) is a DNN whose output
dimension is equal to |ej |, and D(ht) · ej is the point-wise
product. In practice, we adopt a 2-layer DNN with Relu as
the activation function for D(·), and the size of each layer is
set to |e|.

Value Network. The value function estimates the expected
future reward of any current state st as

V
⇡(st) = E[

|L|�t�1X

j=0

rt+j |u, at, ..., a|L|�1; ai ⇠ ⇡(·|s)]

(14)
where the reward rt is produced by our environment for the
item generated at step t.

Then we can train the value network to approximate
V

⇡(st) by

ṽw(st) = ṽw(u, a0, a1, ..., at�1) (15)

where ṽ is also a parameterized LSTM network, which esti-
mates the value function given the user and the incomplete
lists.

Model Update. We use the one-step TD method [40]
to train both the policy and the value networks. We first
introduce the advantage function [40] that can accelerate the
learning process by introducing the bias and reducing the
variance.

�t = rt + ṽw(st+1)� ṽw(st), (16)
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Algorithm 1 The Actor-Critic Reinforcement Learning for
List Generation

1: Input: the policy network ⇡✓(a|s), the value network
ṽw(s), learning rate ↵

✓ and ↵
w.

2: Output: the learned policy network.
3: function TRAINING PROCESS OF CDIA-RL
4: Initialize the parameters in ⇡✓(a|s) and ṽw(s).
5: Pre-train the policy and value networks.
6: for i 1, 2, ... do

7: Receive the observation state s0 for a user u.
8: Sample an episode for u from the policy network

⇡✓(·|st): {s0, a0, s1, a1, ..., a|L�1|, s|L|}, where s|L| is
the terminal state.

9: Receive delayed rewards {r0, r1, ..., r|L|�1}
from real users or simulated environments.

10: for each step t < |L| do

11: �t  rt + ṽw(st+1)� ṽw(st)
12: w  w + ↵

w
�trṽw(st)

13: ✓  ✓ + ↵
✓
�tr log ⇡✓(at|st)

14: end for

15: end for

16: end function

where rt is the estimated user feedback towards the item gen-
erated at step t. Then for maximizing the expected cumulated
reward, we have the following updating rules [40] for the
policy and value networks:

✓ = ✓ + ↵
✓
�tr log ⇡✓(at|st). (17)

w = w + ↵
w
�trṽw(st) (18)

where t 2 [0, 1, ..., T � 1]. Note that, we set � = 1.0, which
means items at different steps have equal contribution to the
total reward, and we remove it when calculating rewards in
Equations 11, 14, and 16 for convenience.

IV. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we first conduct experiments to evaluate

the performance of different user-item preference estimation
models. Then we compare CDIA-RL with many other list
generation methods.

A. EXPERIMENT DATASETS
Considering the lack of publicly available list recommen-

dation datasets, besides Yoochoose [41], we further construct
two different synthetic list recommendation datasets as [20]
based on Amazon2, and then collect another real one from
Taobao3.

Synthetic List Recommendation Datasets. We construct
two synthetic list recommendation datasets first.

• Amazon Dataset. Amazon is a widely-used public
dataset. There are explicit user behaviors in it, but no list
recommendation information. Here, we use a matrix A

2http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/
3www.taobao.com.

to represent all users’ behaviors, where Au,i = 1 means
the user u has an action on the item i. Then, we can con-
struct list recommendation datasets based on A. Specif-
ically, we generate a random vector w ⇠ N (µ,�)N ,
where N is the number of items, and we set µ = 1
and � = 0.5 by default. Each element wi represents the
hypothetical impact of item i towards other items in the
same display list. For each user u, we randomly sample
k
u different lists from ⌦u \ e⌦u, where k

u=|⌦u|+|e⌦u|,
⌦u consists of all clicked items of user u, and e⌦u

contains another |⌦u| randomly selected items from
I \ ⌦u. Then we use [lku] to represent the generated
list recommendation dataset, where u 2 [0, ...,M � 1],
k 2 [0, ..., ku � 1], and M is the number of users.
For the k-th sampled list lku for user u, considering the
impacts of the co-displayed items in the same list, the
user response towards item j is revised as

rj ⇠ B
✓

Au,j

Y

l2lku\{j}

wl

◆����
[0,1]

�
(19)

where B is the Bernoulli Distribution. Amazon contains
many different sub-datasets, and we adopt Video and
Tool in our experiments.

Real List Recommendation Datasets. We also use two
real list recommendation datasets.

• Yoochoose Dataset. It is a public e-commerce dataset
that is used for the 2015 ACM Recommender System
Challenge [41], and is also adopted in [20] for test-
ing the list recommendation task. It contains click and
purchase records. There is no item display position in-
formation, but item display time. Following the similar
settings in [20], we take the click and purchase records
as negative and positive samples, respectively, and form
lists of size 5 with temporal ordering for each user’s
access session. We remove the items that are rarely
purchased by users.

• Taobao Dataset. We further collect another real list
recommendation dataset from a large real-world com-
mercial e-business website Taobao. For each user u,
he/she receives item lists from the platform and can per-
form some operations (e.g. click and purchase) on them.
We collect the click and purchase operations between
different users and lists, also regarding the purchased
items as positive samples, and others as negative ones
as [20]. We randomly delete or add items into lists to
ensure that the length of each list is still 5, because the
number of clicked and purchased items is usually not
exactly equal to 5, and we filter out users and items that
appear less frequently. For the display positions of the 5
items in a list, we set them to [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] sequentially.

For different datasets, all features we use contain user id,
item id and cate id (the category of each item). The learned
id embedding [5], [6] are regarded as the features of users
and items. We randomly split the Video and Tool datasets
into different sets (for train, validation and test) because all
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TABLE 2. Statistics of the four datasets.

Dataset # users # items # cates # lists
Video 5,130 1,685 - 68,885
Tool 16,638 10,217 742 252,156
Yoochoose - 10,602 256 432,951
Taobao 21,493 5,335 1,214 111,638

list recommendation records are randomly sampled. We split
the Yoochoose and Taobao datasets by time. The split ratios
are 70%, 15% and 15%. The statistics of these four different
datasets are shown in Table 2. Note that, since there is only
one category in Video and the user id is not recorded in
Yoochoose, we do not report the numbers of them.

User-Item Preference Estimation: We implement eight
different user-item preference estimation models to show the
benefits of considering co-displayed items.

• MLP. MLP could be viewed as a representative of
list-free user preference estimation models predicting
p(i|u). Here we give a simple implementation, in which
the model concatenates the user embedding eu and the
item embedding ei, and learns p(i|u) through a 3-layer
DNN with a point-wise cross-entropy loss.

• MLP+Position. We add the item display position bias
in MLP, and get MLP+Position (MLP+Pos for short).
Specifically, we add pemb into the output of the last layer
in MLP, where pemb is a 1-dimension variable.

• SimLSTM. SimLSTM is a simplified model of estimat-
ing p(i|u, L) like that proposed in [15]. Specifically, it
uses an LSTM to model the user and the impacts of the
co-displayed items ahead of item i in the same list when
predicting the preference score for item i.

• SimLSTM+Attention. We add the attention mecha-
nism in SimLSTM as [15] and get SimLSTM+Attention
(SimLSTM+Att for short) for better performance. Both
SimLSTM and SimLSTM+Att are predicting p(i|u, L0)
instead of p(i|u, L), where L

0 is the incomplete list
ahead of item i.

• CDIA-Sim. We define a uniform schema of CDIA-
Sim to model p(i|u, L). We implement eL in Equation
5 with different kinds of neural network architectures,
and get four different implementations as introduced in
Section III-B: ComLSTM, ComLSTM+Att, ComCNN
and ComBiLSTM.

Competitors for List Generation: Besides the traditional
list-free method, we also choose two re-ranking methods and
a list generation method as our competitors to better illustrate
the advantages of our method.

• List-Free. It is the traditional greedy list-free recom-
mendation method, in which the top-k items with the
highest estimated preference scores are selected as the
final display list based on a p(i|u) style model. We adopt
MLP to sort items in this method.

• Re-rank. Re-rank [15] produces new recommendation
lists through a re-ranking mechanism. Given the ranked
items by the system, this method can further re-rank

them to choose a relatively optimal permutation as the
final display list. It could be performed based on any
model that predicts p(i|u, L0). At each step, it consid-
ers the features of the user and the items selected so
far, and choose the next item through Beam Search
(width = 5). We adopt SimLSTM+Att as its base re-
ranking model in our tests.

• Seq2Slate. Seq2Slate [16] is another re-ranking
method, in which it selects the next "best" item from
a pre-defined ranked item set at each step. It follows
the sequence-to-sequence schema of Pointer Network
[31]. We adopt the REINFORCE algorithm [23] to train
the Seq2Slate model as discussed in their original paper.
Besides, we also use the reward defined in Equation 11.

• List-CVAE. While doing the list recommendation task,
List-CVAE [20] proposes to shift from the traditional
viewpoints of ranking or re-ranking items to a direct
list generation framework. It is built upon CVAE [21],
and can directly generate the full recommendation lists
by modeling the probability distribution of lists condi-
tioned on users’ responses.

In our experiments, all methods are pre-trained on the
train set first, and then we let them interact with a spe-

cific simulated environment until the model converges.
Specifically, methods give recommendation lists, and then
the environment returns the estimated user feedback as the
reward to guide the training process of them. In order to avoid
the model falling into the sub-optimal solution, we balance
the exploration and exploitation, and design different training
mechanisms for all methods. For List-Free, we randomly
select 100 candidate items, and select the top-k (e.g. k=5)
items with the highest scores as the final recommended list
each time. For the two re-ranking methods: Re-Rank and
Seq2Slate, we first produce the ranked item set for each
example through the List-Free model. While recommending
lists, we change the operation of choosing the best "item" at
each step to a sampling process based on their outputs. As
for List-CVAE, CDIA-Seq and CDIA-RL, we also sample
lists instead of directly selecting the best one with the highest
score when training the models. In the testing phase, we
report all methods’ results without sampling to show their
best performance.

Implementation Details. For all the user-item preference
estimation models and the list generation methods, the di-
mension size of each categorial feature embedding is set to
64, and we use Adam as the optimizer with a learning rate
↵ = 2e � 3. The length of each generated list is set to 5.
Besides, in CDIA-RL, we train one step on the value network
for each training step on the policy network.

Measurements. We use two existing traditional metrics
that are widely-used in recommendation area, AUC (Area
Under the ROC Curve) and NDCG (Normalized Discounted
Cumulative Gain), to evaluate the performance of different
user-item preference estimation models.
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AUC =
1

|UTest|
X

u,L2UTest

1

|I+u ||I�u |
X

i2I+
u

X

j2I�
u

�( ˆpu,i > ˆpu,j)

where I
+
u and I

�
u are the set of all the positive and negative

items in a display list L respectively, ˆpu,i is the predicted
probability that a user u may act on an item i, and �(·) is the
indicator function.

DCG =
X

i2L

reli

log2( ˆranki + 1)

where reli is the label (positive or negative) of the item i

in a list L, and ˆranki is the ranking of the predicted action
probability in the same list. When we use the real ranki,
DCG becomes IDCG, and NDCG is defined as the ratio of
DCG to IDCG.

For the list recommendation task, we cannot use metrics
like AUC and NDCG discussed above to evaluate the perfor-
mance, as the lists generated here are usually different from
the existing ones in the dataset. In other words, we have no
ground truth label for generated lists. Here we use simulated
environments to estimate users’ real responses as [20], [38],
[39], and define the predicted probability average (PPA) to
evaluate different list generation methods.

PPA =
1

|UTest|
X

u2UTest

X

i2L

round(p̂(i|u, L),↵)

where L is the generated list for a user u by different list gen-
eration methods, p̂(i|u, L) is the predicted click or purchase
probability of an item i given u and L, ↵ is the threshold,
and round(·) is defined in Equation 10. round(p̂(i|u, L),↵)
is used to estimate users’ real responses to recommended re-
sults, and then PPA could be viewed as the average list utility,
which can be directly used to evaluate the performance of
different list recommendation methods.

B. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Now, we report the results on the user-item preference

estimation task, illustrating the advantages of considering
the impacts of the co-displayed items. Then we show the
performance of different list recommendation methods.

1) Results on the User-item Preference Estimation
We evaluate eight different user preference estimation

models in terms of AUC and NDCG.
AUC Scores. Table 3 illustrates the average AUC on four

datasets. MLP is the base model in our user preference esti-
mation task, which models the user-item preference through
the user features and the item-level features only. In our
experiments, this method usually receives the worst results.
We further add the item display position bias in MLP+Pos,
which has been proved an important factor that affects users’
decisions. Here. though we focus on the impacts of the co-
displayed items and the item display position information is

TABLE 3. AUC scores for different preference estimation models.

Dataset Video Tool Yoochoose Taobao
MLP 0.9181 0.8813 0.6076 0.5769
MLP+Pos 0.9197 0.8812 0.6078 0.5791
SimLSTM 0.9300 0.8863 0.5988 0.5689
SimLSTM+Att 0.9321 0.8906 0.5976 0.5772
ComLSTM 0.9705 0.9157 0.6176 0.5914
ComLSTM+Att 0.9704 0.9177 0.6275 0.5898
ComCNN 0.9670 0.8985 0.6120 0.6066

ComBiLSTM 0.9711 0.9138 0.6292 0.6014

degraded to some extent in all the four datasets as discussed
in Section IV-A, we still receive slight performance improve-
ments in MLP+Pos sometimes. Compared with MLP and
MLP+Pos, SimLSTM and SimLSTM+Att get higher AUC
on Video and Tool datasets, but worse results on Yoochoose
and Taobao datasets. It may be due to that considering partial
list-level features only has the possibility of misleading the
model. Besides, it also brings difficulties in the training
process, and thus leads to a lower AUC for SimLSTM and
SimLSTM+Att sometimes. As for our proposed CDIA-Sim,
there are four different kinds of implementations that con-
sider the impacts of the full lists. They always get the highest
AUC on four datasets. Especially, ComBiLSTM performs the
best most of the time.

NDCG Scores. Table 4 reports the average NDCG on all
different datasets.

TABLE 4. NDCG scores for different preference estimation models.

Dataset Video Tool Yoochoose Taobao
MLP 0.9384 0.9087 0.7986 0.6481
MLP+Pos 0.9498 0.9087 0.7995 0.6508
SimLSTM 0.9513 0.9169 0.7974 0.6483
SimLSTM+Att 0.9531 0.9207 0.7972 0.6473
ComLSTM 0.9835 0.9391 0.8044 0.6562
ComLSTM+Att 0.9832 0.9418 0.8074 0.6584
ComCNN 0.9812 0.9285 0.8028 0.6627
ComBiLSTM 0.9840 0.9385 0.8098 0.6646

We can see that CDIA-Sim also gains obvious improve-
ments on NDCG when modeling the extra impacts of the co-
displayed items in the same display list. In the recommender
system, users tend to compare all the displayed items in the
same list. If an item is outstanding in some aspects, e.g. price,
style, the user tends to purchase it.

2) Performance of Different List Generation Methods
Besides List-Free, we compare two re-ranking methods

and one list generation method with our proposed CDIA-Seq
and CDIA-RL. We evaluate them in terms of PPA and time(s)
used for each list. As defined before, PPA is used to measure
the list quality, and time cost is another important factor to
illustrate the list recommendation efficiency.

We deploy our experiments in two different simulated en-
vironments, and report the results of different list generation
methods. Specifically, we select ComCNN and ComBiL-
STM that perform well among all different user preference
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TABLE 5. PPA and Time(s) in ComCNN for different list generation methods.

Dataset Video Tool Yoochoose Taobao
PPA time PPA time PPA time PPA time

Random 0.9812 - 1.3148 - 0.8102 - 0.3362 -
List-Free 1.6906 0.0767 1.6094 0.0796 4.4989 0.0767 2.9760 0.0612
Re-Rank 1.7129 1.5026 1.6938 1.6991 5.0000 1.4075 3.0832 1.5168
Seq2Slate 2.9500 0.0504 2.5649 0.0468 5.0000 0.0455 2.0609 0.0469
List-CVAE 4.7682 0.0482 4.8755 0.0423 5.0000 0.0450 4.7672 0.0380
CDIA-Seq 4.6628 0.0437 4.6490 0.0359 5.0000 0.0389 0.6721 0.0419
CDIA-RL 4.8026 0.0467 4.8798 0.0431 5.0000 0.0434 4.8860 0.0366

TABLE 6. PPA and Time(s) in ComBiLSTM for different list generation methods.

Dataset Video Tool Yoochoose Taobao
PPA time PPA time PPA time PPA time

Random 1.1570 - 1.3539 - 0.6883 - 0.2570 -
List-Free 2.3323 0.0758 2.4330 0.0786 4.1269 0.0811 1.1227 0.0714
Re-Rank 2.4016 1.5607 2.4684 1.5991 3.0000 1.5231 1.1351 1.5425
Seq2Slate 2.9120 0.0417 2.6901 0.0468 5.0000 0.0487 1.9940 0.0453
List-CVAE 4.7153 0.0415 4.9661 0.0423 5.0000 0.0474 2.8951 0.0403
CDIA-Seq 4.2060 0.0485 4.9380 0.0359 3.9875 0.0484 2.6703 0.0420
CDIA-RL 4.8209 0.0471 4.9750 0.0431 5.0000 0.4461 3.1268 0.0468

estimation models as our testbeds. We set ↵ = 0.5 on
Video, Tool and Yoochoose datasets. For Taobao, since there
are less purchased items (positive samples) in the collected
data, the preference estimation models trained on it tend to
give lower probabilities (this could be verified later when
discussing the Random Method in Tables 5 and 6), so we
set ↵ = 0.2 on Taobao to obtain richer positive feedback
signals while adopting the trained models as the simulated
interactive environments.

PPA Scores Analysis. Tables 5 and 6 report the PPA
scores of the generated lists from different list recommenda-
tion methods towards ComCNN and ComBiLSTM, respec-
tively. Different columns represent the results on different
datasets. We also show how the PPA scores for the test set
evolve along with the training process in Figure 3. Below, we
discuss the list generation methods one by one.

We use the Random method as the benchmark for the list
recommendation task under different environments. For each
example in the test set, we randomly select 5 items as the final
recommended list. As we can see, the PPA on Taobao is much
smaller than that on the other three datasets, which clearly
show that there are sparser positive signals on Taobao, and it
is necessary to set a smaller threshold ↵ for the environments
trained on it.

List-Free is the traditional greedy list recommendation
method that is based on the user preference estimation model
following the form of p(i|u). When recommending lists, this
method selects the top-k (k = 5) items with the highest
scores as the recommended list. In our experiments, we adopt
the MLP model for it to estimate the preference scores, and
then evaluate the quality of the generated lists under the
ComCNN and ComBiLSTM environments. List-Free does
not consider the mutual impacts among the recommended
items, so its performance is greatly limited in our tests.

Re-rank [15] is the re-ranking method particularly de-

signed for p(i|u, L0) style models. Given the ranked items
by List-Free, this method can re-ranks them, and gradually
sample a complete list. Since the sequential selection process
with a simplified model that follows p(i|u, L0) usually cannot
guarantee to receive the best list, we remain the Beam Search
(width = 5) algorithm in the original paper [15] for better
performance. For the size of the re-ranking item set, we set
it to 5, which means this method tries to find a relatively
optimal permutation for the 5 given items each time. In our
tests, Re-Rank performs not well, as it is hard to get much
better lists by re-ranking a small item set only. We also
consider increasing the size of the re-ranking item set, but
the computational cost is already heavy in Re-Rank with
Beam Search and a re-ranking item set of size 5 as reported
in Tables 5 and 6. We adopt SimLSTM+Att as the base re-
ranking model, and at each step, we need to repeatedly input
a user and a partial list to it and estimate the preference scores
for the remained items in the re-ranking item set, so that we
can decide which item we should choose at the next step.
Increasing the size of the re-ranking item set will further add
the computational burden. Consequently, we set the size of
the re-ranking item set to 5 only in our experiments.

Seq2Slate performs much better than List-Free and Re-
Rank most of the time. This method follows the architecture
of Pointer Network [31], in which it models the pre-defined
re-ranking items through a recurrent neural network, so that
it could be aware of which item it can choose at each step.
With a pre-defined re-ranking item set, there will be C

K
N

different item combinations for Seq2Slate to learn, where K

is the size of the re-ranking item set and N is the number
of the total items in the system. A larger K can bring more
possibilities to produce high-utility lists, but Seq2Slate will
also require more training samples to ensure its performance
and generalization ability at the same time. In the original
paper of Seq2Slate [16], they collect a dataset with an average
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(a) PPA on Video towards ComCNN (b) PPA on Tool towards ComCNN (c) PPA on Yoochoose towards Com-
CNN

(d) PPA on Taobao towards Com-
CNN

(e) PPA on Video towards ComBiL-
STM

(f) PPA on Tool towards ComBiL-
STM

(g) PPA on Yoochoose towards Com-
BiLSTM

(h) PPA on Taobao towards Com-
BiLSTM

FIGURE 3. PPA with the increase of training steps for all list generation methods towards ComCNN and ComBiLSTM. We report the results over 3 independent runs.

number of K = 10.24. In our tests, to balance the training
difficulty and performance, we set K = 20. The results
show that Seq2Slate performs unstably sometimes, and the
performance is still unsatisfying.

List-CVAE does not rely on the ranked items by the
system, and it tries to directly generate high-utility lists
based on the CVAE architecture [21]. This method models
the conditional probability distribution of lists directly, and
then decides what lists to generate based on different given
conditions. Specifically, it uses the list utility as the condition.
Most of the time, this method can achieve good performance.
However, there is a drawback of it. When there are only a
few lists that are with high-value feedback, it is difficult for
List-CVAE to learn how to generalize to high-utility lists,
and List-CVAE will need to take longer time to converge.
The positive signals on Taobao are sparser than those on
other datasets. As we can see in Tables 5 and 6, though List-
CVAE gets close PPA with our proposed CDIA-RL on Video,
Tool and Yoochoose, it suffers the low convergence and
performance problem on Taobao (Figures 3(d) and 3(h)). Our
method has obvious advantages compared with List-CVAE,
especially for the situation where there are less positive
signals. To further verify this "conjecture", we conduct more
detailed experiments in the following Section IV-C.

As for CDIA-Seq, we first pre-train it with the existing
train set following Equation 8. Then we use it to directly
interact with our simulated environments, hoping it can gen-
erate lists with utilities as high as possible. However, it is
difficult for CDIA-Seq to find better directions while gener-
ating lists, because CDIA-Seq only learns the positive items,
and ignores the negative ones in a list. For example, if we
get a list [A,B,C,D,E] with feedback [0, 1, 1, 1, 0], CDIA-
Seq only learns to choose item B after getting an incomplete

list [A], but the probability of generating the item list [A] is
still very low. Reinforcement learning can help to generate
lists with a long-term perspective, and thus overcome this
problem. We propose CDIA-Seq for more clearly explaining
the advantages of CDIA-RL.

As we can see, benefitting from reinforcement learning,
CDIA-RL can always efficiently generate high-utility lists
in our tests. For example, after training on two lists with
feedback [1, 0, 0, 0, 0] and [0, 1, 1, 1, 0], respectively, CDIA-
RL knows the second one (also [A,B,C,D,E]) is better,
and can also learn how to generate it. Besides, CDIA-RL
knows the first and fifth items A and E in the list are not
good choices, and it can actively explore better ones for them.
For the experiments on the four different datasets and the
two different environments, CDIA-RL always performs best
among all competitors.

C. DIFFERENT VALUES OF THE THRESHOLD
List-CVAE performs not well while the simulated inter-

active environment only returns limited positive feedback,
which is the real situation in the world. Here, we further
adjust the threshold ↵ used in Equation 11, and test the
performance of List-CVAE and CDIA-RL. Usually, a larger
↵ will lead to an environment with a lower possibility of
returning positive feedback.

TABLE 7. PPA for Different Values of the Threshold ↵.

↵ 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
List-CVAE 4.0602 2.8951 0.8553 0.0328 0.0198
CDIA-RL 4.2344 3.1268 2.3151 1.5333 0.6583

We conduct experiments on Taobao towards ComBiLSTM
with different thresholds, and the results are reported in Table
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7. We can see that, with a larger ↵, CDIA-RL performs much
better than List-CVAE, which clearly shows the advantages
of our method.

V. CONCLUSION
Most traditional list recommendation methods model user-

item preferences in the form of p(i|u), and therefore they
ignore the impacts of co-displayed items which also play an
important part in the decision making process of a user. In
this paper, we study the co-displayed items aware list rec-
ommendation problem. First, we design a more precise user-
item preference estimation model CDIA-Sim that considers
the impacts of the items displayed alongside. Second, to over-
come the entire list dependency issue when recommending
lists, we utilize the reinforcement learning technique and pro-
pose CDIA-RL. Experiment results illustrate the advantages
of CDIA-Sim compared with other traditional user-item pref-
erence estimation models, and for the list recommendation
task, CDIA-RL can efficiently generate high-utility lists and
performs best among all competitors.
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